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My lecture at the COrno COnference was a survey on the theory of elliptic

genera as developed by Ochanine, Landweber . Stong and Wi tten. A good

global reference are the Proceedings of the 1986 Princeton Conference

[lJ. In this contribution to the Proceedings of the COrno COnference I

shall not reproduce ~ lecture. but rather sketch a theory of ellipt1c

genera of level N for compact complex manifolds which I presented in

the last part of my course at the University of Bann during the Winter

semester 1987/88. For a natural nurnber N > 1 the elliptic genus of

level N of a compact complex rnanifold M of dimension d is a modu

lar form of weight d for the group f 1(N). In the cusps of f1(N) the

d thgenus degenerates either to ~(M)/(l+y) where -y is an N -root of

unity different from 1 or to ~(M,~) where K is the canonical

d

line bundle and 0 < k < N. Here ~(M) = l ~P(M)yP with

p=Ü
d

~P(M) = ~(M.oP) = l (-l)qhP,q is the ~-genus introduced in [13J and

q=Ü

~(M,~) is the genus with respect to the characteristic power series

x e e-(k/N)ex

1-e-x

which equals the holomorphic Euler nurnber of M wi th coefficients in

k Nthe line bundle L provided K = L (see [13J).
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For N = 2 the genus is expressible in Pontrjagin numbers and hence de

fined for an oriented differentiable manifold M. The only possible

value of -y is -1 and the genus degenerates in the two cusps to

or to

d dx1(M)/2 = sign(M)/2 (di~ M = 2d)

Only recently I realized that Witten in [19] studied also complex rnani

folds. His discussion includes the genus studied here. at least if one

restriets attention to the cusps with specialization x(M.~).

In this report I shall also try to give an account of the rigidity theo

rem for complex manifolds with circle actlons which for N =2 are due

to Taubes [18] and Wltten with a new exposition by Bott [9]. These rigi

dity theorems hold if the first ehern class of M is divisible by N.

Ni.e. if a holomorphic line bundle L with L = K exists.

Tbe results in this paper hold also for rnanifolds wlth a stable almost

complex structure and Cor circle actions which preserve this structure.

For simplici ty we have formulated the resul ts for complex rnanifolds

only.

I would 11ke to thank the students of ~ course Thomas Berger and Ralner

Jung for writing notes. Many thanks to Nils-Peter Skoruppa who lectured

several times in my course when I was away and with whom I bad helpful

discusslon on modular forms. After ~ course I bad intensive discussions

with Michael Atiyah on the rigidity theorem in Oxford and also with Don

Zagier at the Max-Planck-Institut.
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1. In the following N i9 a fixed natural number >1. the "variable"

x runs through the complex numbers. I{ is the upper half plane. T € IH

2lriTand q =e . For a lattice L in C we consider the elliptic func-

tion g(x) wi th divisor N-O - N-a where a € C is an N-division

point (a (L. Na € L). Tbe function g is uniquely determined by L

and a (regarded as element of tIL) if we dernand that the power series

of g in the origin begins with xN. The function fex) = g(x)l/N 1s

uniquely defined if we request fex) =x + higher terms. Tbe function f

is elliptic with respect to a sublattice L' of L whose index in L

equals the order of a as element of lLIL. For w € L the function

f(x+w)/f(x) is constant and equals an N-th root of unity. After multi

plying L with a non-vanishing complex number we can assume that

(1) L = 2lri (ZT + Z) and

o 'I- a = 21ri [~ +~] wi th 0 ~ k <Nan<!O ~ ~ < N

To write down a product development for fex) in the case that L and

aare as in (1) we introduce the entire function

(2)
co

~(x) = (l-e-x ) r-r (1-qne-x)(1_qnex)/(1-qn)2
n=l

which has zeros of order 1 in the points of L. Tbe function ~(x)

equals the Weierstraß sigma-function for L up to a factor of the form

2exp(b1x + bzc: ). It can be proved easily that

(3)

k
Fr

fex) = e ~(x)~(~)/~(x~)

Namely, it suffices to check

-x -2lriT
~(X+2lriT) =-e e ~(x).

xFor this replace in (2) the exponential e by A and then substitute

-1 -1A by Aq to see that the factor - A q comes out. In fact. we have

2lrilN
(for r = e )
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k
f(x+2wi) = r fex)

-l
f(x+2TiT)= C fex)

The function fex) as belanging to L and a (see (1» degenerates

for q ~ 0 to a function f~(x).

We have

for k > 0

(5)

For reasons which are apparent from the introduction we put

for k = 0 and have in this case

a
e =-y

The involution x ~ -x+a interchanges the zeros and poles of f(x).

Therefore,

f(x)f( -x+a) I

which i5 elliptic for L. is in fact a constant '# O. We wri te the

-2 2N
constant as c . Then c depends only on L and the chosen n-divi-

sion point as point of [IL. If the lattice and aare normalized as in

(1) I then

(kIN)a-a 2 -2f(x)(f-x+a) = e ~(~) = c

and

(6)

k(N-k)

c2N = ~(-a)-2Nq N • r-k2
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Tbe coefficients of the power series developments of f(x)/x. x/f(x)

~and xf(x)-- determine each other. Ir one replaces in such aseries x

by Ax. one obtain5 the corresponding function for the lattice 1\-IL

-1 rand the n---clivision point A a. Tberefore the coefficient of x in any

of these series· as function of the pair L. a with a € C/L is homo-

geneous of degree -r. Also c2N 15 such a function of L and a. It

15 homogeneou5 of degree -2N and 15 related to Dedeklnd·s ~function.

If the pair L.a 15 chosen as in (1). then the coefficients of f(x)/x

are indeed modular forms of weight r for the 5ubgroup consisting of

[ac bd]the matrices of SL2(Z) which satisfy

[: ~][~] = [~] mod N.

2NAlso c is a modular form of weight 2N for this group. (It still

has to be shown that these forms are holomorphic in the cusps." See the

next section.)

2. Tbe classification of pairs L,a where L is a lattice in ~ and

a € C/L with Na =0 (hut a ~ 0). up to multiplication by some complex

number A ~ O. leads to the introduction of the modular group

If we assurne that the N-dlvison point has order N in C/L. then the

classes of pairs L.a are in one-to-one correspondence with the points

ra
c

b
d

]of the modular curve rnvf1(N) where L acts on rn by

aT+b
T ........ -

cT+d



/
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This follows from the fact that each pair L.a is equivalent to a pair

of type (1) with a = 2viIN (i.e. k =0, l = 1) . The coefficients of

xr
in f(X) , fr

x
) , x~'~~J are modular forms of weight r for r1(N).

It remains to show that such a coefficient i5 holomorphic in each cusp

of [HIr1(N). Transforming fex) (taken for the lattice (1) with

k I!a = 2rri/N) to a cusp give5 a function fex) for some a = 2rri(Nr + N)

and the same lattice. The formulas (2) and (3) show immediately that

the q development of each coefficients of fex) has only non-negative

powers of q, fractional if k > 0, hut then a suitahle root of q is

the loeal uniformizing variable at the cusp.

The coefficients er of x ~'~~J are the Eisenstein series . Their

q-developments (for k = 0 and l = 1) for example can be read off from

00 00

f' (xl 2
n -x -2 n x

(7) x =
xq e xq e

f (x) n -x 1 n x
n=ü l-q e

n=l
-qe

co co

-2
n -x -1 n x

xCq e + 2 xC q e
n -x 1 (-1 n x

n=ü 1-(q e n=l - q e

2NFurthermore, c (see (6» is a modular form of weight 2N. For more

detailed formulae concerning these q-developments in tbe case N = 2

see [20]. For N > 2 and N ~ 4 the number of cUSPS of f 1{N) equals

where ~ is Euler's function. Each cusp can be represented by several

division points a as in (I).

3. Let Md be a compact complex manifold. The ehern classes Ci of

2iare elements of the 2i-dimensional cohomology group H (Md,l). Let

c be the total ehern class of Md split up formally
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d

c =l ci = (l+xl)(l+~) ... (l+xd)

i=O

where x1."2.... ,xd can be regarded as 2-dimensional cohomology classes

in some rnanifold fibred over Md (see [13]. § 13.3). Let Q(x) be a

fixed power series in the indeterminate x starting "i th 1 whose

coefficients are in some commutative ring containing Z. Then

(9)

is the genus of Md with respect to the power series Q where in (9)

the symmetric expression Q(x1)Q("2) ...Q(xd ) is written in terms of the

ehern classes in view of (8) and the 2d-dimensional component of this

expression is evaluated on Md (compare [13]. § 10.2). We define the

elliptic genus ~N(Md) by using the power sertes

(10)
x x4>(x-a)

Q(x) = fex) = ~(x)~(-a)

where a = 2lrilN and fex) is taken for the pair

L = 2Jri(ZT+Z). We put again r = e2lrllN .

L,a with

Theorem. Tbe elliptic genus 'PN(Md ) Is a modular form of weight d

for the group f 1(N). If one represents a cusp of f 1(N) BY
k 2

2vi(N'" + ji) with 0 ~ k < N and 0 ~ 2 < N. then the value of .pN(Md )

in this cusp eguals

Tbe theorem follows from the rernarks in section 2 and from (5) by re

calltng. that X(Md.Kk'N) is the genus for the power series

x
-x1-e

-(kIN)x
• e
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dand Xy(Md)/(l+y) is the genus for the power series

see [13].

x
-xl-e

-x( 1+ye )/ ( 1+y) •

A genus can be defined also by apower series Q(x) not beginning wi th

1 (we assume Q(O) = aO "# 0). The definition is done by equation (9)

again. Then -1 gives the wi th anormal ized.aO Q(aox) same genus power

series (i.e. the eonstant term equals 1). We now define ~N(Md) US11~

the power series

(11) '" J(Cf){x»Q(x) = ~(x · a = 2JrilN.

Theorem. The ellipt1c genus ~N(Md) 1s a modular funetion for f 1(N)

1f. d == 0 mod 2N. Je have

The result follows from the preeeding theorem and the eonsideration in

section 1 and 2 whieh show that

f
1

(N) of weight d.

-d d
~(-a) = c is a modular form for

If d is not divisible by 2N. then

i8 a modular function (where (d.2N) is the greatest connnon divisor o:f

d and 2N).One simply applies the theorem to the 2N/(d.2N)-th power of

Md'

'"The funct10n ~N has poles in the cusps represented by (1) with k > O.

The order of the pole is g1ven by (6). Let us restriet to the case that

N 1s a prime. For N =2 we have 2 CU8pS represented by (k.l) = (0.1)
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and (k.2) = (1.0). For N odd. we have 2. N;l cusps. There are N;l

cusps represented by (k, l) = (0. e) and 1 ~ 2 ~ N;l and N;l cusps

N-l
represented by (kll) = (klO) and 1 ~ k ~ 2. In the first kind of

cusps the q development of ;N(Md ) begin wi th the constant term

e
~(Md) with y = -r . in the latter esse it starts with

where q i5 a local uniformizing parameter for this cusp of rnvf
1
(N).

-N
(We have q =q in (6».

4. For a complex vector bundle W of dimension r the exterior powers

Ai W and the symmetric powers SiW are well-defined vector bundles.

Thei rehern classes can be calculated from those of W. If cl ..... er

are the O1ern classes of W (where ci i8 in the (2i)-dimensiona.l

cohornology of the base space) and if we write formally

then the ehern character (in the rational cohomology of the base space)

is given by

ch(W)
Xl ~ Xr=e + e + ...+ e

Over the rationals c and ch determine each other. For the exterior

powers we write with same indeterminate t

r

At(W) = l AiW· t
i

i=O

and for the symmetric powers
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co

St(W) = l SiW • t
1

1=0

Then we have for the Otern character

(12)

(13)

r x
ch(AtW) =r-r (1 + te i)

1=1

r x
ch(StW) = r-r (1 - te 1)-1

1=1

formula (12) was often used in [13]. Formula (13) Is, of course, a

special case of the general rnethod to calculate the O1ern classes

assoclated to glven vector bundles by representations [7].

Followlng Witten's 1dea (see [19]) we wr1te the elliptic genus ~N(Md)'

or rather its q-development In the standard cusp, in the form

co

(14) ~N(Md) = l 'Cy(Md·Rn)qn
n=O

Here. as before. -y = c = e2uilN . Furthermore R is a virtual vector
n

bundle associated to the complex tangent bundle of Md by a virtual re-

presentatlon of GL(d,C) (with coefficlents in Zer»~.

For a vector bundle W the polynom1al '<y(Md ,W) . 1s def1ned in [13]. We

have. if T i8 the tangent bundle of Md.

d

'<y(Md·W) = l )«Md·AJl.r*. W)yP
p---o

We now can specify the Rn in (14). Let us recall that ~N(Md) 1s thc

genus belonging to the power series (11)
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-xl-e
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co n -x
(l+ye-x ) TI 1+19 e

n -xn=1 l-q e

1+
-1 n x

y q e

I
n x

-qe

Therefore (by (12) and (13»

(with -y = C = e
2vilN).

We have

Modulo the ideal (I-C) of Z(C). the elliptic genus ~(Md) equals the

Euler-Poincare number e(Md).

According to Witten's philosophy (compare also [2] and [3]) if we bad a

Xy-operator on the loop space ~d of Md' we could try to calculate

(or define) its equivariant Xy-genus for the natural S1-action on ~d

1 2lriTwith q E S (q =e . T € ffi) by the Atiyah-Bott-Singer ([4], [6])
fixed point theorem (fixed point set Md (constant loops) in ~d)' The

result for the equivariant '<y-genus '<y(~d,q} would be that it i8 the

genus with respect to the power series

n -x
1+19 e

n -x
l-q e

This does not make sense as apower series in q, but formal manipula

tions bring it to the form (15) provided (_y)d = 1. Observe that (15)

i8 a meromorphic function in the two variables x and q where

(x,q) E c2 and Iql < 1.
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5. The genus ~N{Md) has in the standard cusp a development whose

coefficients are integral. They are elements of Zer). See formula (I4).

In the cusps (represented by (I) with 0 < k < N) this ia not so. The

coefficients are of the form

where W ia a virtual vector bundle associated to the tangent bundle
n

by a virtual representation of GL(d ,11:) with coefficienta in Zer).

The W can be calculated using (3). These coefficients are in general
n

not integral. If, however, the first ehern class cl of Md is divi-

sible by N they are integral. This divisibili ty condi tion '1s equiva

lent to the existence of a holomorphic complex line bundle wi th

LN = K and the coefficients

become "Riernann-Roch numbers" [I3J which are integral

Theorem. If the first ehern class Cl of the complex manifold Md is

divisible by N, then the coefficients of the q-developments of the

genus ~N(Md) in all cusps (giyen by (1» are integral (E Z{r»: for

the elliptic genus ~N{Md) the coefficients are integral in a cusp with

k > O. in the cusps with k = 0 they become integral after multiplica-

tion with {I-C)d.

6. Let Md be a compact complex manifold together with an action of

the ci rcle SI on Md by holomorphic maps. We wri te elements of the

(see (I6». It also acts on the "cohomology group"

circle as }..

bundles R
n

(17)

-_ e2zri Z ..here E m,.. Th SIZ UVL. e group acts on the virtual
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SI, i.e. a fini te

q in (17) gives us
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which is in fact a formal direct sum of cohomology groups

JfI(Md ,AP-r* 0) W) wi th coefficients in Z(r). Since

from (17) (considered equivariantly) a character of

Laurent series in A. Taking alternating sums over

a character

and finally

d

\r(Md,Rn"A) =l x(Md,AP-r* G!) Rn,A)?

p=O

and

co

(18) ~N(Md·A) = l Xy(Md,Rn,A)qn

n=O

It may be more convenient to return to our eIl iptic genus (/>N wi th

characteristic power series Q(x) (see (10» and consider it equivari

antly

(19)

CI)

= 2 Xy(Md,SntA)qn

n=O

where the S are virtual bundles (coefficients in ~(C». We can cal
n

culate (/>N(Md .A) using the Atiyah-Bott-Singer fixed point theorem

(holomorphic Lefschetz theorem [6], p. 566). Before doing this some re

I
marks concerning the fixed point set ~ of the action are necessary.
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_BI
The set Md is a smooth submanifold of Md being a disjoint union of

connected submanifolds of various dimensions. For each fixed point p,

the circle acts in the tangent space T ,hence integers
p

are defined such that acts by the diagonal matrix

m1 ~ md(A ,A , ... ,A ) . For each r E Z we consider those mi which are

equal to r. This leads to the eigenspaee E of T. Of course, EOr p

is the tangent spaee in p

p belongs. The numbers

only on the eomponent of

bundles, also denoted by

SI
of the connected component of Md to which

m1, ... ,md (weIl defined up to order) depend

SI
Md . Over each component we have eigenspace

E .
r

The eharacteristic power series of the elliptie genus ~N is given in

(10) in the form Q(x) = x/f (x). For the fixed point theorem we need

l/f(x). We put

(20) F(x)
<P(x-a)= l/f(x) =~(x)~(~)

We shall now give a formula for "'N(Md ,A) using the holomorphic

Lefschetz theorem wri ting i t down in short band form whieh wi 11 need

same explanation

1
(21) ~N(Md.A) = (eO·F(xl+2uimlz) ...F(xd+2uimdz»[~ ]

where eO is the produet over these xi for whieh mi = O. Recall

A = e2wiz . Formula (21) has the following meaning. For each component of

the fixed point set. eO is the Euier class (highest ehern elass) oI

its tangent bundle EO' the formal roots of the total ehern elass of EO
are the xi wi th roi = O. The xi wi th mi = r '# 0 are the formal

roots of the total ehern elass of the eigenspace bundle E over the
r

component. Thus for EO one uses in the above produet xF(x) = Q(x)

and for Er (r '# 0) the function F(x+2lrirz) whieh for rz (. ZT+Z has

no po1e f or x = 0 (end we use a general z) end hence isa power

series in x. Then one evaluates the expression in (21) on the eomponent
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and adds over all components. Observe that the rotation numbers

(mI' ... ,Md) depend on the component and also the meaning of the xi

which are the formal roots of the total ehern class restricted to the

component. According to (4) our function F(x) has the property

(22)

2lrilN
where r = e

F(x+2Ti) = F(x), F(x+2TiT) = (F(x)

It follows inonediately that .pN(Md,h) can be extended to an elliptic

function in z (with X = e2viZ ) for the lattice Z-NT+Z. More pre

cisely:

I
Let u be an index for the connectedness components (~)u of the

I
fixed point set ~. Then according to (21)

(23) ""N(Md·h) = l ""N(Md,h)U
v

where ""N(Md .A)v is an eIl iptic function for the lattice

1
associated to (~)v' Indeed.

(24)

The exponent

exponent mod

m1+... +md depends on v, even the residue class of the

N depends on u in general.

Definition: The SI-action on Md is called N-balanced if for the corn-

I
ponents (~)v of the fixed point set th~ residue class of MI+ ... +md
modulo N does not depend on u. If the action is N-balanced. the corn

man residue class of mt+ ... +md is called the type of the action and

denoted by t.
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We have proved

Theorem. 1For an N-balanced S -action of type t on the complex rrIßni-

fold Md' the eguivariant elliptic genus .pN(Md,h) with h = e2lriz is

an elliptic function for the lattice Z·NT + Z which satisfies

(25) (M ~) - (M 2wi(Z+T»
"'N d,I'q -.pN d· e

Rerrark Of course, "'N can be regarded as a function of T and z. In

T it is a modular form of weight d. In fact. "'N is a rneromorphlc

Jacobi form on f 1(N) of weight d and index O. (see [11]).

7. Je now shall approach the rigidity theorems which under certain con

ditions state that the finite laurent series' )( (Md.R .X) (see (16)y n

and (18» do not depend on X. (Recall -y = e2wilN). This rigidity

means that the elliptic functlon "'N(Md,X) of the preceeding theorem 18

a constant (see (19», i.e. we have to show that it has no poles. The

rigidi ty resul ts were not included in my course at the Unlversi ty of

Bonn. When Michael Atiyah came to Bonn in February 1988 he explained to

me Bott's approach [9] and that It Is rather elose to our old paper [5]

and we diseussed it in Oxford in March. I did not study Taubes' paper

[18] in detail, but rather looked in Bott's report [9]. Then I carried

out the proof for the level N case during my visi t in Cambrldge

(England) in March 1988 as a guest of Robinson college.

where~m n
I' = qmz € ZT + Z meansthe eomponents of

Let us eonsider "'N(Md,X) as a function of X and q. It is rneromor

phlc for X € C* and Iql < 1. Aceording to (21) it can have poles only

for mz € ZT+Z where m is a rotation number ~ occuring for one of

1
~ . Of course,

n € Z. We have
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co

(26) 'PN(Md·i\) =l cn(X)qn

n=O

with c (X) a finite laurent series (compare (18).(19». The meromorphic
n

m nfunction 'PN(Md .X) can have poles only on the curves A = q . If

(X.q) does not lie on such a curve, then the series (22) converges. If

'\. 2lrik/r
"0 = e is a primitive r-th raot of unity, then (XO.q) lies pre-

cisely on the curves Am =qn with m =0 mod r and n =O. But still

co

'PN(Md,XO) =l cn(~)qn
n=O

from the fixed point set

eonverges for Iq I < 1, because this q-development can be caleulat4~

1..
0

Md of 1..0 ' namely

where e
O

i8 now the product over those x
J

for whieh m
J

= 0 mocl r

and where we interpret the formula in a similar way as in (21). If

Iql ~ R < 1, then there is a neighborhood

no point (i\,q) with X € U - {XO} and

U of Xo in r;* such that

Iql ~ R lies on one of the

co

curves i\m = qn. We know that l cn(A)qn converges for A € U and

n=O
Iql < R.

It is not iJTmediately clear that our elliptic function 'PN(Md,i\) i5

holomorphie in i\O and has there the value 'PN(Md'~) calculated frorn

the fixed point set of AO. Hut in fact 'PN(Md.A) i8 holomorphic for

i\ € U and Iq I <R and (26) (for this range of i\ and q) i5 the

power series development of a holomorph1c function in two variables with

respect to one of the variables. In particular. there 18 DO pole fOl~

A = AO' We conclude this from the following lemma.
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LelTDTlB.. Suppose g{X.q) is a meromorphic function in the two complex

*variables X,q where X € U C C and q € ~ where ~ is the open

disc around the origin of positive radius R. Assume that Xo € U and

m
h{X.q) = (X-Aal g(X,q) (with m ~ O. m € Z) 1s holomorphic in U x DR.
If

(27) g{X.q) =l cn{XO)qn

n=O

in (U - {XO}) x ~ where cn{X) i5 a fin! te Laurent series. then

g{X,q) i5 holomorphic in U x Da and (27) holds in U x ~.

Proof: The holomorphic function g{X.q) has a development in U x D
R

of the form

h{X,q) = l dn{X)qn

n=O

we seelim c (X) = c (XO>
X-i/\ n n

o
m(X - XO) •are divisible byd (X)

n
that the

where the functions d (X) are holomorphic in U. Since
n

cn(X) = (X - X
O

) -mdn(X) for X '# Xo end

Actually. we did not need the above discussion of the fixed point set of

Xo and the convergence of (26) for X = XO'

1
An S -action i5 semi-free (i. e. the fixed point set of any

can have polesm equal ±1. Therefore, for a semi-free action.

1
X ~ O. equals ~) if and only if all non-vanishing rotation numbers

Jf'.1
d

only for nX = q with n € Z.

Theorem. 1For an N-balanced semi-free S -action of type t on the com-

plex mani fold Md' the equivariant eIl iptic genus "'N{Md .X) does not
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depend on X. It eguals the eIl iptic genus fl'N(Md). If t t 0 mod N.

then ~N(Md) = O. (Cbmpare [14] and [16].)

~: By the lemma. there is DO pole for X = 1. ßecause of (25) there

are DO poles for

(25) .

nX = q . Tbe vanishing of follows also from

8. Let Md be a complex manifold with first Chern class Cl € ~(Md.Z)
divisible by N. The importance of this condition was already apparent

Nin section 5. Je choose a holomorphic line bundle L with L = K. Now

suppose we have an SI-act10n on Md' Cbnsider the N-fold covering

S I --->. SI i h '\. N Th-----., w t J..L ......-+ I'. = J.L. en J.L

This action can be lifted to L. If

acts on Md and K through A.
p is a fixed point of the given

1S -action with rotation numbers m1.~•...• md' then ~ acts in the fi-

bre L by -(ml+···+md) H if r 2uilN h iJl • owever. ~ = = e . t en t opera-
p

tes triviallyon Md' Tbe action of C in each fibre of L is by

multiplication with ,-tl where t is a residue class mod N which does

not depend on the base point of the fibre. (Assume that Md 1s con

nected.) It follows that the action is N-balanced of type t (see the

definition in section 6).

The conditlon

Let G C SI
m

Cl =0 mod N implies a stronger property than N-balanced.

thbe the group of m roots of unity. Tbe fixed point set

1
of Gm Is a submanifold of Md which includes ~ and is strictly

larger If and only if there i5 a rotation number divisible by m. We de-

h fi ed 1 f G b ...In Th i h SI --->. S1note tex po nt set 0 m y Md' ere s t e map -----.,

wi th ~......-+ X = JlN which we considered before. Hence any Jl € SI wi th

J..LmN = 1 operates trivially on ~. however it operates on every fibre

Lp (p €~) by mul tipI ication wi th some mN-th root of uni ty which

only depends on the connected component of ~ which contains p. Since
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_~~1 -(m1+... +ml )
~ acts on Lp (for p € Md) by ~ where the m

j
are

the rotation numbers of the action in p. it follows that the residue

class of m1+ ... +md mod mN depends only on the connected components of

M:i and not on the components of II!'..1
d

contained in them.

I
Let X be a connected component of M:i and (~)u a cornponent of

_...~1
Md contai ned in X wi th TO tat ion numbers ml , ... ,md' Over X the

tangent bundle T of Md splits into vector bundles ~ where

k = 0.1, ... ,m-1 and the action of Gm in ~ is by multiplication

with Ak if A € Gm' Of course. EO is the tangent bundle of X. Over

I
(~)u we have

(28) E
r

(see section 6)

r=k mod m

We write the rotation numbers in the following form

(29)

m-1

Since the integer lki = l k dim ~ depends only on X, we see that

k::O

melr i mod mN depends only on X. Hence, lr i mod N depends only on X

1
and not on the components (~)u contained in it. We put

(30)

Of course. t(l,Md ) i8 the tpye t of the action (for connected Md)'
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9. Let Md be a compact complex rnanifold with cl =0 mod N. We assume

1that we have an S -action and wish to show that the elliptic function

'PN(Md"A) has no poles. Let X be a connected component of M: (see

section 8). We define

(31) 'PN(X1A) =l ~N(Md·A)u
u

1
where the summation is over those connected components (~)u which

are contained in X (see (23». This 1s a short band notation. Da not

1
confuse (31) with the elliptic genus of X. Let (~)u have the rota-

tion nurnbers m1" ....md . According to (21) we have

1
(32) 'PN(Md"A)u = (eOF(x1+2Timlz) ... F(xd+2Timdz»[(~ )u]

sLet s be an integer and replaee in (32) the variable z by z + -T
m

s/m s/m
(in other words. replace "A by A·q ). then ~N(Md.Aq )u is agatn

an elliptic funetion in z for the lattiee Z·NT+Z. It follows from

(22). (29) and (30) that

(33)

If we write down the q-development of the right band aide of (33) (with

s/m
fractional powers of q) we see that 'PN(X."Aq ) is of the form

co

(34)

where the S are v1rtual equivariant bundles eonstructed from thH
n

bundles ~ over X. For m = 1 we come back to (19).
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The elliptic function (34) has no poles for lAI = 1. We use again the

lemma in section 7.

10. We are now able to prove the rigidity theorem.

Theorem. Let Md be a compact complex rnanifold with first ehern class

cl € W(Md"I) divisible by N. Suppose an Sl-action on Md is given.

Then the equiyariant eIl iptic genus ""N(Md IA) does not depend on

1
A € S . It eguals the elliptic genus ""N(Md ) = ""N(Md .l). If the type t

of the action is t 0 mod NI then ""N(Md ) =o.

Proof. Let m be a natural number ~ 1 and "\,±m __ qn Th
I\. • en is of

and s = ±n. We have

where the summation is over all the connected components of ~. Since

the elliptic function (34) has no poles for AO" the result foliows. The

vanishing ~N(Md) = 0 for t ~ 0 mod N follows again from (25).

11. We want to point out same applications of the rigidity theorem.

If we develop in a cusp (1) with

the rigidity theorem (compare

k > 0, we get a different version of

[19]). In particular, we get that

k
'(Md IL IA) does not depend on A for k = 1 1 ", IN-I. in fact

k
'(Md"L ) =O. This 1s a well-known result ([12]1[15]). For N = 2 and

A

k = 1 it corresponds to the theorem in [5] on the A-genus.

The eIl iptic genus of level N is strictly mul tipI icative in fibre

bundles with a rnanifold Md with cl{Md ) =0 mod N as fibre and a com-
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paet eonneeted Lie group G of automorphisms of Md as strueture group

(eompare [14] and [16]).

This we wish to apply. for example. to the eompaet irredueible hermitian

symmetrie spaees GIU studied in [7] § 16. There we gave a formula for

the eoeffieient A(GIU) in

where g ia a positive generator of the infinite eyelie group ~(G/U).

Take a system w1.....wd of positive eomplementary roots for GIU (see

[7]). Here d is the eomplex dimension of GIU. Tbe roots w1•··· ''''d

are linear forms in xl' ... ,xl where 2 = rank(U) = rank(G). the

x 1•...• xe can be identified with a base of H1(T.Z) where T is the

maximal torus of U. Without proof we state the following result which

is equivalent to the striet mul tiplicativi ty of the elliptie genus for

G/U-bundles.

Theorem. -1
F(x) = fex) be the elliptic funetion introdueed for

level N (see seetion 1). Let w1•...• wd . be posi tive eomplementary

roots for the irredueible herm1 t1an synrnetrie spaee G/U. Suppose

A(G/U) =0 mod N. Then

(35) l F(a(w1»F(a(w2»···F(a(wd» = ~N(G/U)·
a€W(G)IW(U)

Here W(G). W(U) are the Weyl groups. (An element a € W(U) permutes

w1•...• wd . Therefore the sum over the W(U)-eosets 1s well-defined.)

Tbe formula (35) 1s an identity in the i variables x1 ' ...• x2 . Tbe SUffi

1s a eonstant. i.e. does not depend on these variables anymore.

Tbe rigidity theorem in seetion 10 also gave a vanishing result. We give

an example: Cbnsider the Grassmannian

W(m.n) = U{m+n)/(U(m) x U(n»
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Je use the notation of [7]. As a system of positive roots of U(m+n). we

take

{-Xi + Xj I 1 ~ i < j ~ ~ + n}.

The complementary roots ware given by
r

m + I ~ j ~ m + n. Their sum equals

and

m rn+n

(36) l wr = -n l xi +ml X
j =

i=l j=m+1

m m+n

-(rn + n) l xi + m l X j
i=l j=l

m rn+n

andx - gi -- lWe put l x j = GI' Then g becomes the posi tive

i=l j=l

generator of ~(W(m.n).Z) whereas GI vanishes if regarded as element

of this cohomology group. Therefore.

X(W(m.n» =m + n.

We also see from (36) that W(m.n) admits an N-balanced circle action

of type m if m + n == 0 mod N. We obtain

Proposition The elliptic genus ~N(W(m.n» vanishes if

m + n == 0 mod N and m ~ 0 mod N. For the complex pro1ective spaces

P (C) = W(n.1) we have
n

12. The elliptic function

differential equation

f defined in section 1 satisfies a

(37)
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1 N 2M=IN + ~f with ~ = c (see section 1)
f

where the

a = 2lrilN

a
j

are modular forms oE weight

in (1». The polynomial

j for (if

has the following properties:

1) ~-1 =0

2) If P'(E) = O. but E ~ O. 2
then P(E) =~

The property 2) implies that the values at the critical points E with

f # 0 are all equal up to sign. In this case. the polynomial might be

called almost - Cebycev. Theodore J. Rivlin wrote to me that polynomials

with essentially such properties occur in the literature under the name

Zolotarev-polynomials. Also their relation to elliptic functions 1s

known (see for example [10]). I plan to write a separate paper on these

matters. For N = 2 the differential equation is of the form

very weIl known for the elliptic genus of level 2 (see [14]).
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